Clinical laboratory experience with a next-generation sequencing-based liquid biopsy test for cancer detection in dogs
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KEY TAKEAWAYS

INTRODUCTION
Blood-based liquid biopsy testing using next-generation sequencing for canine cancer detection was validated in a cohort of over 1,000 dogs1 and became commercially available in May
2021. Since that time, the multi-cancer early detection (MCED) liquid biopsy test has seen increasing utilization in various clinical scenarios, including as a cancer screening tool in dogs at
higher risk for cancer due to age and/or breed, and as an aid-in-diagnosis for dogs suspected to have cancer.
Once a test is validated and commercially available, it is important for the laboratory to periodically report utilization and performance metrics regarding the test. This study was designed to
provide such information, including ordering patterns, positivity rates, and outcome data for samples submitted for liquid biopsy testing at the central laboratory. The metrics described herein
are derived from 1,500 consecutive samples received from >40 states in the US, as well as clinics in Canada.

MATERIALS & METHODS

•
•

Of 1,500 consecutive blood samples submitted for liquid biopsy testing, 64% were submitted for routine
cancer screening, and 26% were submitted as an aid-in-diagnosis for dogs suspected of having cancer.
The positivity rate of liquid biopsy testing was highest (25.4%) in aid-in-diagnosis patients, and lowest
(4.5%) in screening patients; these numbers align with the predicted prevalence of cancer in the respective
populations.

•

Clinical outcome data were available for one-third of patients who had liquid biopsy testing.

•

In the population of patients with outcome data, the relative observed sensitivity was 61.5%, and relative
observed specificity was 97.5%, consistent with expected test performance from the clinical validation
(CANDiD study).1

•

Approximately 75% of screening patients and 98% of aid-in-diagnosis patients that received a positive
result from liquid biopsy testing were given a definitive or presumptive diagnosis of cancer following a
confirmatory cancer evaluation.

Table 4: Clinical outcome data and test performance metrics for the
patients with samples submitted for routine screening.

Table 1 - Demographics and characteristics of the 1,401 patients that submitted
samples for liquid biopsy testing during the study period.

Figure 1 - Indication for testing in reportable samples (n=1,419).

Data were analyzed from 1,500 consecutive blood samples (from 1,401 client-owned dogs) submitted for liquid biopsy testing at the PetDx Laboratory (La Jolla, CA). Test results were
classified into three categories: Cancer Signal Detected (positive), Cancer Signal Not Detected (negative), or Indeterminate (genomic alterations were detected but their significance was
uncertain). Samples that were received more than 7 days from the time of collection, samples in which blood tubes did not meet minimum fill requirements, and samples that did not pass
quality control metrics were categorized as Failures.
Outcome data were elicited from referring veterinary clinics via email and/or phone, and clinics were given the option to provide recent medical records or to complete a “Patient Outcomes
Survey”. Data elicited included: whether cancer was diagnosed, what the diagnosis was, how the diagnosis was made, whether the diagnosis was definitive (based on tissue testing) or
presumptive (based on imaging, non-definitive tissue testing, or direct visualization/exam), and whether the patient had died, and if so, had they died due to cancer. Based on the information
provided and the patient’s liquid biopsy results, each case was assigned an “outcome classification”. For patients with Cancer Signal Not Detected (negative) liquid biopsy results, cases were
classified as “True Negative” (TN) or “False Negative” (FN). For patients with Cancer Signal Detected (positive) liquid biopsy results, cases were classified as “True Positive” (TP) or “False
Positive” (FP). TP and FN results were further classified based on how the diagnosis was established. “Definitive” diagnoses were those in which cancer was confirmed via tissue-based
testing (cytology or histopathology). “Presumptive” diagnoses were based on imaging, direct visualization/exam, or a strong suspicion from cytology or histopathology. Cases in which
the clinical outcome data/workups were incomplete, the dog was lost to follow-up (LTFU)/euthanized, or cases in which the workup was ongoing, were documented, but not assigned an
outcome classification.
Analysis of demographic data was performed at the individual patient level. Analyses of test indication, positivity rate, and turnaround time were performed at the individual sample level. For
statistical analyses, calculation of p-values was performed using a two-sided t-test in the case of continuous variables, and Chi-squared test for categorical variables; p<.05 was considered
statistically significant.

RESULTS
An additional 13 cases (6 negative, 3 positive, 2 indeterminate, 2 failure) had outcome data provided, but could not be assigned to the 2x2
table. For the cases with positive or negative results, these included situations where confirmatory cancer evaluations were incomplete or in
progress, or were cases that were lost to follow-up (or euthanized) with limited or no workup performed.

Patient demographics/characteristics
Patients ranged in age from <1 to 18 years (median: 9.3 years); weights ranged from 1.8 to 82.0 kg (median 26.3 kg); 52% of patients were male and 48% were female; 91% of males were
neutered and 94% of females were spayed. The majority of dogs (61%) were reported to be purebred. The population of dogs that received Cancer Signal Not Detected results was compared
to the population that received Cancer Signal Detected results. The only significant difference was that dogs with Cancer Signal Detected results were, on average, older than dogs with Cancer
Signal Not Detected results. (Table 1)

Indication for testing
For the 1,500 consecutive samples analyzed, 81 failed quality control metrics (of which 62 were failed due to underfilled blood collection tubes, and 19 were failed due to other QC metrics)
leaving 1,419 reportable samples. Of the reportable samples, 64% were submitted for liquid biopsy for routine screening in a dog that had no clinical signs suggestive of cancer; 26% were
submitted for testing as an aid-in-diagnosis in a dog suspected of having cancer due to the presence of clinical signs or other clinical findings; 3% were submitted for a post-diagnosis
indication (including detection of residual disease, detection of cancer recurrence, or treatment response monitoring), and 7% were submitted without a specified indication for testing.
(Figure 1)

CSND = Cancer Signal Not Detected; CSD = Cancer Signal Detected
*Weight was not provided for 118 patients, including 85 patients with CSND results and 19 patients with CSD results.

TP = 12 presumptive, 9 definitive
FN = 7 presumptive, 8 definitive
*Assumed true negatives based on available data at the time outcome collection concluded

Median Age = 9 years
Median Age = 10 years

Table 5: Clinical outcome data and test performance metrics
for the patients with samples submitted as an aid-in-diagnosis.

Table 2 - Distribution of results and positivity rates by test indication.

Figure 2 - Turnaround time for results in reportable samples (n=1,419).

Turnaround time
There was a significant decrease in turnaround time between the first half of reportable samples in the study population (average 11.2 calendar days; n=710) and the second half of samples
(average 10.2 calendar days; n=709). (Figure 2)

Positivity rate
The 1,419 reportable samples comprised 156 Cancer Signal Detected, 1,222 Cancer Signal Not Detected, and 41 Indeterminate results. Of the 156 positive results issued, 13% (n=20) received
a Cancer Signal Origin (CSO) prediction of hematological malignancy. The distribution of results by test indication is shown in Table 2. The highest positivity rate (25.4%) was seen in the aidin-diagnosis population, and the lowest positivity rate (4.5%) was seen in the screening population. Of the 41 patients with Indeterminate results, repeat testing was performed for 18 patients,
and delivered a clear positive or negative result in 89% (16/18) of cases.

Outcome data: Overall study population
Of the 1,401 patients in the study population, clinical outcome data were available for 33% (n=465) of patients, of which 428 patients were able to be assigned an outcome classification.
(Table 3) In the population of patients with an outcome classification, the relative observed sensitivity was 61.5% (95% CI: 51.6 – 70.5%) and relative observed specificity was 97.5% (95% CI:
94.9 - 98.8%). These performance metrics met or exceeded the confidence intervals for expected performance, as established in the CANDiD study.1
For 289 of the 311 patients with TN results, the clinic provided the date that they last had contact with the owner for a patient update: 96% of clinics had contact with the owner within 6
months of the date the study outcome collection concluded, 77% had contact within 3 months, and 30% had contact within 1 month. The median time to last owner contact was 44 days
(range: 6 – 282 days).
A list of cancer types represented in the cancer-diagnosed patients with outcome data are listed in Figure 3.

Outcome data: Screening patients
Clinical outcome data were available for 299 patients with samples submitted for routine screening, of which 286 patients were able to be assigned an outcome classification. (Table 4) The
relative observed positive predictive value (PPV) in the screening population was 75.0% (95% CI: 54.8 – 88.6%), meaning that three-quarters of screening patients that received a positive
result from liquid biopsy testing were given a definitive or presumptive diagnosis of cancer following a confirmatory cancer evaluation. The negative predictive value (NPV) in the screening
population was 94.2% (95% CI: 90.4 – 96.6%), meaning that the vast majority of patients that received a negative result from liquid biopsy testing had not been diagnosed with cancer as of
the time the study outcome collection concluded.

An additional 24 cases (14 negative, 6 positive, 3 indeterminate, 1 failure) had outcome data provided, but could not be assigned to the 2x2
table. For the cases with positive or negative results, these included situations where confirmatory cancer evaluations were incomplete, in
progress, or were cases that were lost to follow-up (or euthanized) with limited or no workup performed.
Positivity rate = [positive results/(positive + negative + indeterminate results)] x 100

Table 3 - Clinical outcome data and test performance metrics for
the overall study population (i.e. all test indications).

Outcome data: Aid-in-diagnosis patients
Clinical outcome data were available for 151 patients with samples submitted for liquid biopsy as an aid-in-diagnosis, of which 127 patients were able to be assigned an outcome
classification. (Table 5) The relative observed positive predictive value (PPV) in the aid-in-diagnosis population was 97.7% (95% CI: 86.5 – 99.9%), meaning that nearly 98% of patients that
received a positive result from liquid biopsy testing were given a definitive or presumptive diagnosis of cancer following a confirmatory cancer evaluation. The negative predictive value (NPV)
in the aid-in-diagnosis population was 67.5% (95% CI: 56.2 – 77.1%), meaning that most patients that received a negative result from liquid biopsy testing had not been diagnosed with cancer
as of the time the study outcome collection concluded.
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Figure 3: Cancer types represented in patients with available outcome data.

• Abdominal Cavity

• Leukemia, Chronic Lymphoid (CLL)

• Osteosarcoma

• Adrenal Gland

• Liver

• Parathyroid

• Anal Sac Adenocarcinoma

• Lung

• Primary Site Undetermined (suspect HSA;

• Brain/CNS

• Lymphoma/Acute Lymphoid Leukemia (ALL)

• Heart Base

• Lymphoma, Indolent

• Prostate

• Hemangiosarcoma (thoracic, abdominal

• Malignant Melanoma

• Skin/Subcutaneous

• Mammary Gland

• Soft Tissue Sarcoma (trunk/extremities,

viscera, skin/subcutaneous)

CONCLUSION
Once a test is clinically validated and available commercially, it is important for the laboratory to periodically report utilization and performance metrics regarding the test. This observational
study provides data demonstrating that most dogs who receive a positive liquid biopsy result are diagnosed with cancer following a confirmatory cancer evaluation, and that a negative
result reduces the probability that cancer is present in the patient but does not eliminate the risk completely. Liquid biopsy is not meant to act as a standalone test and is not meant to
replace traditional diagnostics (such as cytology or histopathology). As with all diagnostic tools, the use of liquid biopsy should be considered in the context of each patient’s unique clinical
presentation.

TP = 25 presumptive, 18 definitive
FN = 9 presumptive, 18 definitive
*Assumed true negatives based on available data at the time outcome collection concluded

suspect Multiple Myeloma)

• Histiocytic Sarcoma

• Mast Cell Tumor

abdominal viscera)

• Intrathoracic

• Multiple Locations/Diagnoses

• Spleen

• Joint

• Nasal Planum/Cavity

• Thyroid

An additional 37 cases (20 negative, 9 positive, 5 indeterminate, 3 failure) had outcome data provided, but could not be assigned to the 2x2
table. For the cases with positive or negative results, these included situations where confirmatory cancer evaluations were incomplete or in
progress, or were cases that were lost to follow-up (or euthanized) with limited or no workup performed.

• Large Intestine (GIST)

• Oral Cavity

TP = 39 presumptive, 28 definitive
FN = 16 presumptive, 26 definitive
*Assumed true negatives based on available data at the time outcome collection concluded

Cancer types in magenta were detected by the liquid biopsy test in one or more cancer-diagnosed subjects
Cancer types in black were present in one or more cancer-diagnosed subjects, but were not detected by the liquid biopsy test
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